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Responsible Seafood Innovation Award
�nalist AQUIT is pressing for disease
management in aquaculture without
antibiotics
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Environmentally benign feed innovation protects salmon
against pathogens without antibiotics

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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As the global aquaculture industry expanded, the use of antibiotics emerged as both a lifeline and a
looming threat. While instrumental in curbing diseases that plague aquatic populations, it’s also raised
concerns about antibiotic resistance, environmental impact and the long-term sustainability of a vital
food-production sector.

Chile-based AQUIT (https://aquit.net/) Corporation may have a solution. By using a key protein that
naturally occurs within �sh to activate a salmon’s immunity, the biotech startup has created a new tool
for the salmon industry to control infections that harm �sh and lower yield. The company’s dietary
supplement helps prevent disease without causing the in�ammatory reaction that other
immunostimulants do. For this promising advancement, AQUIT has been named a �nalist for the 2023
Responsible Seafood Innovation Award in the aquaculture category.

According to the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, the overuse of antibiotics contributes to the
spread of microbes that are resistant to these drugs. Researchers have found links
(https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-15735-6) between global warming, antimicrobial
resistance and aquaculture, stating there’s an urgent need to �nd sustainable solutions that minimize
antibiotic use.

“We’re trying to solve this problem in a way that improves animal welfare and also in a way that its
production is sustainable,” CEO Daniela Allerbon told the Advocate. “We’re honored and thrilled to be
considered for the Innovation Award.”

A feed supplement protein produced by AQUIT in Chile helps farmed
salmon ward off disease while improving their overall health and
growth. Image courtesy of AQUIT.

https://aquit.net/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-15735-6
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(https://www.deviseafoods.com)

The company’s solution is the result of more than a decade of research and development that
culminated in the identi�cation and industrial scale production of a key protein. When added as a
supplement in feed, the protein boosts the natural immunity of �sh through an increase in antimicrobial
peptides. If the protein within the feed is not eaten, it biodegrades, Allerbon said. If a �sh eats more
protein than is needed, mechanisms within the �sh kick in, naturally regulating the protein and keeping
it from causing a problem. Thus, the supplement can be orally administered as part of a normal feeding
cycle and is environmentally friendly.

Unlike other immune boosters, AQUIT’s product doesn’t cause an in�ammatory response, which
classically is characterized by heat, pain, color changes, swelling and loss of function. In�ammation
can result in slower growth. Because the protein naturally occurs in salmon, its introduction into a �sh
doesn’t trigger in�ammation.

AQUIT will produce the protein on an industrial scale using gene-engineered microorganisms. The
company will grow these microbes in bioreactors and use these to create the supplement.

AQUIT’s goal is for its products to make antibiotic use in Chile’s farmed
salmon industry much lower than it is now.

https://www.deviseafoods.com/
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One goal is to achieve survival rates similar to what antibiotics allow, according to Allerbon. So far,
trials show promise: Testing on �sh tank salmon exposed to the two most important pathogens in Chile
showed an average survival rate of 70 percent using the protein alone. That’s close to antibiotic results,
which Allerbon put at about 80 percent. Survival rates without antibiotics or the protein were less than
20 percent.

But the company’s supplement does more than just enhance survival, she added: “We’ve tested and we
also improve intestinal health. We estimate we are improving growth. So, in the end we are improving
yield.”

AQUIT is working with Abbott Laboratories and a major salmon producer to validate these results. The
supplement will be given to the �sh shortly before critical junctures in the production cycle, such as
when salmon enter the sea. These critical times are when the �sh are most likely to encounter
pathogens and thus the times when the �sh are most in need of an immunity boost.

In addition to salmon, the same protein can be used in tilapia, a market being eyed by AQUIT for future
expansion. Other proteins are also being sought, with the company turning to arti�cial intelligence (AI)
technology to help speed up the search. The time to �nd and develop a new protein for other species

Is Chile’s salmon industry turning the
corner on antimicrobials?

According to SERNAPESCA, antimicrobial
usage in Chile in 2022 was down more
than one-quarter from 2021 and the lowest
in 16 years.
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We hope we can bring to life a treatment that will

really end the use of antibiotics on a regular basis.
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may be cut signi�cantly – perhaps to as short as a year. AI may be able to streamline the discovery and
production pipeline, thereby expanding the markets the company serves.

Looking to the future, Allerbon noted that antibiotics will continue to have their place in aquaculture and
will continue to be used in certain situations. But AQUIT’s goal is for its products to make antibiotic use
much lower than it is now.

As Allerbon said, “We hope we can bring to life a treatment that will really end the use of antibiotics on
a regular basis.”

GSA’s Responsible Seafood Innovation Awards – sponsored by the U.S. Soybean Export Council – for
the aquaculture and �sheries categories will be awarded at the Responsible Seafood Summit in Saint
John, N.B., Canada, on October 3, 2023. The winner will be decided by audience poll.

@GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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